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The clocks ticking ... and the body count is
rising... FBI agent Ren Bryces hunt for
some of the countrys most dangerous
killers is about to turn into a nightmare.
There is unfinished business between Ren
and those she is pursuing, and soon she is
forced to confront both personal and
professional traumas. Then someone close
to Ren is murdered and secrets from her
past look set to be revealed, throwing her
into a world of fear, paranoia and danger.
Dark forces are at work and someone is
determined to destroy Rens life. But time is
running out and Ren must catch a killer
before he catches her...
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Death Tracks Terminal Patients to the End - The New York Despite repeated claims and breakthroughs, forensic
scientists are little better equipped to establish with any real degree of precision the exact time at which a Showtimes
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